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ABSTRACT
Recently proposed methods allow the generation of simulated scores representing the values of an effectiveness metric, but they do not investigate the generation of the actual lists of retrieved documents. In this paper we address this limitation: we present an approach that exploits an evolutionary algorithm and, given a metric score, creates a simulated relevance profile (i.e., a ranked list of relevance values) that produces that score. We show how the simulated relevance profiles are realistic under various analyses.
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1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In the context of Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation, there are several works employing stochastic approaches to model and assess the various components that comprise an evaluation experiment. Research on the simulation of user behavior is an example that has received considerable attention in recent years [2, 3, 10, 21, 22]. Others have studied simulation in the traditional setting of evaluation with test collections. For instance, Cooper [5] developed a model to study the effect that query parameters had on retrieval, and Tague et al. [17] developed models to generate queries and their corresponding judgments. Azzopardi et al. [1] presented a method to simulate queries using documents and known items, and test their representativeness and validity against real queries produced from the same documents and known items. Robertson and Kanoulas [14] investigated how to model the document corpus of a test collection as a sample from a larger population.

More recently, Urbano [18] introduced a simple method for the simulation of effectiveness scores, and used it to compare different measures of the reliability of evaluation experiments, to guide in the design of test collections. Urbano and Nagler [19] refined this work and showed how to build generative stochastic models of the joint distribution of effectiveness for a set of systems, so that one can simulate results on new random topics. Their method simulates realistic evaluation scores for various metrics such as AP or P@n, but it does not generate the associated ranked lists of documents and associated relevance values that produce those scores. Therefore, its application is restricted to problems pertaining to distributions of scores, such as reliability of statistical tests or topic set size design, but it cannot be used to study lower level problems pertaining to system runs, such as properties of evaluation metrics or pooling.

The capability to simulate system runs has multiple applications in IR research. The first application is for effectiveness evaluation without relevance judgments, that originally aimed at ranking systems without using human relevance judgments [15] and more recently is also used in query performance prediction [11] and in the reduction of a topic set to a few good topics [15, 16]. One of the main problems in this respect is the availability of large training datasets of system runs, which can be addressed by our approach. The second sample application is ranking fusion [4, 6, 13]. The generation of simulated but realistic system runs would allow to have more data to work on, and thus improve the existing fusion techniques for IR. The third sample application relates to judgment allocation, where methods like estimation of evaluation scores [23], pooling or total recall [7] would benefit from the simulation of system runs without judgment incompleteness.

In this paper we present a first attempt at addressing the problem of generating ranked lists. More precisely, we do not aim to provide actual ranked lists of retrieved documents. Instead, our approach produces what we call relevance profiles, that is, ranked lists of relevance values. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel problem that has never been studied before. Our approach is able to adapt to different researcher needs, producing relevance profiles having different properties such as a given number of relevant documents, or a given error on the effectiveness value, etc.

More in general, our proposal can work as a data augmentation technique, to solve specific IR problems including but not limited to the three above, for example by producing more data to be exploited by machine learning techniques. Additionally, it can work with arbitrary effectiveness measures and multi-level relevance scales. However, because of space constrains we focus in this paper on binary relevance and Average Precision alone.

We focus on the following three research questions:

RQ1. Given a target AP value, are we always able to generate a simulated relevance profile having that AP value?

RQ2. Are the simulated relevance profiles different to the real ones (i.e., they are not simple replicas)?

RQ3. Are the simulated relevance profiles realistic (i.e., they show similar features to real relevance profiles)?

We develop a reasonably efficient solution, based on the NSGA-II evolutionary algorithm, to a computationally challenging problem,
2 GENERATION OF RELEVANCE PROFILES

We model the stochastic generation of relevance profiles as an optimization problem, adopting an evolutionary based approach. Specifically, our implementation is based on the well-known evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II [8], as implemented in the jMetal framework [9]. Each relevance profile is represented by an integer array of length 1000 (the number of retrievable documents). Each array element is bound to belong to the interval [0, L], where L is the maximum relevance value (in this paper, since we consider binary relevance, L = 1 and array elements are either 0 or 1). The initial population consists in a set of profiles, each of which contains somewhere between 0 and R · p relevant documents, where R is the number of relevant documents for the considered topic and p is a random real value in [0, 1]; such a requirement is also enforced throughout the evolutionary process, by means of suitable constraints; crossover is performed by element-wise sum or product (modulus L + 1); mutation happens by applying random modifications to the arrays, involving swaps between two elements, or the sum of a random quantity to an element (modulus L + 1); finally, the fitness function seeks to minimize the absolute error between the target and actual AP values of the relevance profile corresponding to a given solution.

Let us remark that the computational complexity of the problem is daunting. When considering 1000 retrieved documents and binary relevance (as is usual in TREC), the number of different relevance profiles is 2^{1000} ≈ 10^{300}. On the other hand, the number of AP values with 4 significant digits (again the de-facto standard in TREC) is 10000 = 10^4. Such a large number of combinations carries both bad and good news. A brute-force approach is simply unfeasible, but we can be confident that multiple relevance profiles exist for the target AP value. Conversely, it can be difficult to generate a simulated profile which is similar to the real ones because these represent a very small sample.

There are several variables and parameters that can be configured in the algorithm. For example, the initial population might be set according to a given amount of relevant documents (as a function of p above, and taking into account either R or 1000, the retrieval depth, as an upper bound), and/or to a given distribution of relevant documents (e.g., uniformly distributed or with a bias towards the first rank positions, such as exponential or geometric).

i.e., that of generating simulated but realistic relevance profiles having a target AP score. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through a series of experiments with real TREC data. We also provide the code for our algorithm (available upon publication to preserve anonymity) and briefly discuss efficiency. Our results show that we are able to generate relevance profiles that produce a given AP score, that they are different from the original real relevance profiles that produced the AP score, and that the simulated relevance profiles are realistic.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section we describe our experiments and results, addressing each research question. All experiments, when not otherwise specified, are performed on TREC8 data.

RQ1: Are Simulated Profiles Correct? We first report on the differences between the actual APs of the simulated relevance profiles and the original APs by measuring the absolute error. The average absolute error, for all four variants V1–V4, is less than 10^{-4}. The maximum absolute error, on all variants, is 0.0017, obtained with variant V3. Figure 1 shows two representative distributions of absolute error, for V1 and V3. This result is confirmed from Pearson’s ρ and Kendall’s τ correlation values between the real and the simulated AP scores: for all four versions they are equal to 0.999 and significant to the p < 0.01 level. We also ran some preliminary experiments on other TREC collections (TREC7, TREC2001, Robust2004, TeraByte2006) and obtained similar values. These results clearly show that our method is capable of generating simulated relevance profiles having the target AP score.

RQ2: Are Simulated Profiles New? We now verify that our method does not generate simulated relevance profiles that are simple replicas of the real ones (a result that could be obtained in a much simpler way, and that would not be much interesting). We start by analyzing the distribution of relevant documents in the real relevance profiles by means of graphical representations. Figure 2(a) shows the cumulative relevance profiles for all TREC8 runs on topic 402; the X axis represents each of the 1000 rank positions, and the Y axis represents the recall at those points. Every line represents a TREC8 run, with additional lines representing the mean, median, and quantiles over runs. We use cumulative profiles since they are perhaps more intuitive than density distributions, which in turn would be almost unreadable and not comparable (they would be histograms with 1000 bars). Figure 2 also shows four simulated cumulative relevance profiles for topic 402 (b–e). When comparing with Figure 2(a) it is clear that the simulated relevance profiles are
different from the original/real ones. The last chart in Figure 2(f) shows, in a similar way, a single run over all topics, i.e., the real cumulative relevance profiles for all TREC8 topics of run weaver2. It is clear that there is a high variation in the real relevance profiles, across both runs (a) and topics (f).

So far, this analysis has been based on a single topic that, although useful for presentation purposes, does not represent all topics in the collection. We therefore turn to a more general analysis next. Table 2 shows the number (and fraction) of simulated relevance profiles generated by the four versions that are identical, item by item and at various cutoffs, to the corresponding real profile. Of course the smaller the cutoff, the shorter the relevance profile, and the higher the number of simulated profiles that are identical to the real one. The values in the table clearly show that the simulated relevance profiles are usually different from the original ones. The cutoff 5 shows that differences occur also in the early rank positions. By looking at the first 10 rank positions, the simulated relevance profiles that are identical to the real ones are in the 4%–9% range. At a cutoff of 50 or higher, the percentage drops to less than 1%. When considering at least 10 retrieved documents, about 90%–99% of the simulated relevance profiles are new.

**RQ3: Are Simulated Profiles Realistic?** Having shown that the simulated relevance profiles generated by our method are both correct and different from the real ones, we now turn to the more interesting and difficult RQ3, namely whether the simulated relevance profiles are realistic. This question is more interesting since, given the high number of possibilities (see Section 2), it is perhaps not surprising that additional simulated profiles can be generated for a given AP value; it is more difficult also because it is unclear how to determine the degree of realism of a relevance profile.

As an initial observation, by comparing again Figure 2(a) with (b)–(e), one can notice that, overall, the set of simulated relevance profiles is different from the real one; this is clear, for example, by comparing the means. But again this argument lacks generality since it focuses on a single topic. We attempt a more general analysis in Figure 3. In this figure, each cumulative relevance profile is not obtained using a single run as in Figure 2(a)–(e), but using all 129 TREC8 runs and taking the average number of relevant documents retrieved at a given rank position. Each line in this chart still corresponds to a topic (and topic colors are the same across the charts; see the legend in Figure 3(f)). At a first glance, the V3 chart in (d) might seem the most similar to that in (a). However, the V1 and V4 charts in (b) and (e) feature more variability in steepness and coverage of values when flattening. V4 is also similar, especially when looking at the mean (red dashed line). On the other hand, V1 lower lines are too straight when compared to (a) and the steps that can be seen in V1 and especially V4 mean that the relevant documents tend to cluster at specific rank positions. Although these vary across topics, this is anyway an effect of the optimization process that is probably undesired as it introduces a subtle bias. We can state that it is difficult to single out the variant, among those that we have tried so far, that best approximates the real relevance profile; overall, the simulated relevance profiles generated by V1, V3, and V4 are realistic. Also, we have not yet tried to merge relevance profiles generated by different versions, but this seems a promising
Table 2: Number (and fraction in parentheses) of simulated relevance profiles identical to the real one with the same AP value up to a cutoff rank position. We consider only the 6283 AP values that are different from zero, out of the total 6450.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>565 (.091)</td>
<td>244 (.039)</td>
<td>61 (.010)</td>
<td>20 (.003)</td>
<td>18 (.003)</td>
<td>15 (.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>1306 (.209)</td>
<td>546 (.088)</td>
<td>171 (.027)</td>
<td>53 (.008)</td>
<td>47 (.008)</td>
<td>32 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>1197 (.192)</td>
<td>462 (.074)</td>
<td>101 (.016)</td>
<td>28 (.004)</td>
<td>26 (.004)</td>
<td>17 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>879 (.141)</td>
<td>230 (.037)</td>
<td>61 (.010)</td>
<td>24 (.004)</td>
<td>21 (.003)</td>
<td>17 (.003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Comparison of real and simulated (V1) relevance profiles: distributions of retrieved relevant documents for each AP score (first two plots), and distributions of RBO values between pairs of relevance profiles (last two plots).

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown that generating simulated relevance profiles is possible. Although we have not yet performed a systematic analysis of all possible variants and parameter configurations, we have been able to obtain relevance profiles that are correct, different from the real ones, and realistic according to our analyses, therefore providing a positive answer to the three RQs. Even though the problem is computationally challenging, we are able to obtain, on a common laptop, a simulated relevance profile of length 1000 in about a minute in the worst case (less than a minute on average); the 6450 TREC8 profiles were generated in about a day. In the future, we intend to perform a systematic analysis of several variants of the evolutionary algorithm, that may be obtained for example by taking into account other external factors such as topic properties (e.g., topic difficulty) not simply as a parameter, but to vary the algorithm to be able to mimic topics and runs with different characteristics. We will include other datasets, metrics, as well as non binary relevance.
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